CELL-ED UNLIMITED
Cell-Ed offers FREE ACCESS TO ALL OFFERINGS
for 90 Days for a limited number
The COVID-19 crisis has changed the way communities learn and
work - as schools and workplaces transition to remote learning
and working. The need for remote learning is projected to
continue for the foreseeable future as the world grapples with the
impact of Coronavirus.
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Why now?
During this unprecedented time, we need to ensure continuity of learning for all adult learners. Too many
remote learning tools leave the majority of learners behind due to prevailing access, literacy, and digital
divides. To meet this need, Cell-Ed is offering a limited number of seats to education providers to deliver
1,000+ hours of literacy, language and work skills learning, certification and coaching.

1 in 6 adults can’t read, 1 in 4 lack digital access, 1 in 2 need essential skills
99% of solutions aren’t designed for them

How Cell-Ed can deliver remote learning to all
Cell-Ed is designed to reach learners on any device - from call in to smartphone apps to table or computer
web browser and we start with basic literacy, language and work skills and build from there. Easy to access
24/7 micro-lessons integrate essential skills for life and work that lead to certification and more. We pair
every learner with a live multilingual coach to individualize learning. And, we can convert partner content
- “Cell-Edify” and customize options to optimize engagement and effectiveness.

Our Programs - 1,000+ hours of content ready to go content available and custom options including
Reading on the Go™
English on the Go™
Citizenship & Civics

Key Benefits

3-minute lessons
Live coaching support
Scientifically proven
Recognized

SkillBuilder Writing™
Spanish on the Go™
WorkReady™ Suite

SkillBuilder Math™
Vocational Language Series
WorkReady Advanced™

to engage learners more effectively in short, easily digestible bursts
to provide learners with the nudges and encouragement they require
to deliver 84% faster skills gains and 20%+ higher engagement
content developed by experts with capability to convert/customize

TO SIGN UP FOR FREE ACCESS OR TO LEARN MORE: navodita@cell-ed.com

Contact Us | info@cell-ed.com

